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New Mystic Stealer malware increasingly
used in attacks

A new information-stealing malware named 'Mystic Stealer,' has been promoted on hacking

forums and darknet markets since April 2023, quickly gaining traction in the cybercrime

community.

The malware, rented for $150/month, targets 40 web browsers, 70 browser extensions, 21

cryptocurrency applications, 9 MFA and password management applications, 55 cryptocurrency

browser extensions, Steam and Telegram credentials, and more.

Two individual reports on Mystic Stealer, published almost simultaneously by Zscaler and

Cy�rma, warn about the emergence of the new malware, its sophistication, and what appears to

be a surge in sales that brings many new campaigns online.
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More #News

MOVEit Transfer customers warned of new �aw as PoC info surfaces

Suspected LockBit ransomware a�liate arrested, charged in US

WannaCry ransomware impersonator targets Russian "Enlisted" FPS players

New ‘Shampoo’ Chromeloader malware pushed via fake warez sites

 

#Breach Log

Microsoft con�rms Azure, Outlook outages caused by DDoS attacks

Clop ransomware gang starts extorting MOVEit data-theft victims

Fake zero-day PoC exploits on GitHub push Windows, Linux malware

 

#Patch Time!

Windows 11 KB5027231 update breaks Google Chrome for Malwarebytes users

Windows 11 KB5027231 cumulative update released with 34 changes

Windows 10 KB5026435 and KB5027215 updates released

 

#Tech and #Tools

Windows 11 'Win32 app isolation' security feature now in preview

Android GravityRAT malware now steals your WhatsApp backups

Chinese hackers used VMware ESXi zero-day to backdoor VMs
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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